
Intimation for the Registration for Olympiads- 2021-22 
 
 

 
Since spring 2020, parents, teachers and students across the country stood up to the 
challenging task of not only transitioning and adapting to online modes of instruction but also 
multi-tasking through learning new technology, advising, having online classes and much more. 
 
We need to walk a tightrope of keeping students motivated while not letting their own morale 
down. Student motivation will be a major concern, irrespective of which study model is adopted: 
online, blended, hybrid, or a myriad variation. 
 
To keep the pace and students motivated, we proudly announce that we have worked very hard 
to transform the entire Olympiad exam process and pattern to meet global requirements for 
conducting online exams and to match the current situation. We are dedicated to ensure that 
children are not only limited to read but also test their learning knowledge on an individual basis 

and in contrast with other students in order to keep their competitive spirits alive. 
 
SilverZone Olympiads aims to promote learning beyond the academic curriculum to prepare the 
students for a bright and enterprising future. These exams motivate students to endeavour for a 
better and a deeper understanding of scientific facts to enhance their reasoning, analytical and 
problem-solving skills. 
 
SilverZone provides the opportunity for the students to register themselves individually for the 
upcoming session 2021-22 through the following Link, if in case, the school does not participate 
with SilverZone Olympiads. 
 
Online Link for Individual Registration: https://www.r.silverzone.org 
 
Details about the process: 
 
MOCK/DEMO TESTS- Mock Tests will be scheduled prior to the exam to enable students to 
prepare for online exams and to ensure that the device is used for the exam is compatible. A PC/ 
Laptop/Mac with internet connectivity and a webcam, and in case of non-availability, an android 
Smartphone with a camera would be required for the Online Examination. 
 
EXAMINATION DATES-The Exams are scheduled for Nov/Dec'21. Exams will be conducted 
class-wise, in different time slots. The exact date & time of exams will be shared separately. 
 
MODE OF EXAMINATION- For individual Registration, the exam mode will be decided by the 
Foundation and the intimation will be sent through your registered email address. 
 
INTEGRITY OF EXAMS-To ensure the examination's integrity, An AI-based algorithm is being 
built to ensure that no two students receive the same set of question papers. The process may 
include, among others, extensive use of artificial intelligence and randomised question selection. 
We will make every effort to provide each participant with a certificate that includes a photograph 
taken during the examination process. 
 
Please note that our exams are absolutely voluntary. 
 
Parent WhatsApp Support No: 8448992604 
 
 
 



Please visit our website for the syllabus, prizes, and other details. www.silverzone.org 
Demo video link for Registration: https://youtu.be/ehp0NOJknPg 
 

 
 
Thanks and Regards  
SilverZone Foundation, New Delhi  
Emailid : info@silverzone.org  
Phone : 011-40534089, 40113407, 8130684327, 8130984327  
Missed Call No.+91-080-45936098 


